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Adjoining property owner notice list map wherein 56 neighbors were invited 

to the various neighborhood meetings and the subsequent LD&T and Planning 

Commission public hearing.
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R-4 Standard Sub. R-4 Conservation Sub.

Density 4.84 du/a max 3.23 du/a actual

Lot Count 185 @ 3.35 du/a practical 178 @ 3.23 du/a actual

Lot SF 9,000 sf min Variable < 9,000 sf 

Lot Width 60 ft min 35, 45, 50 ft actual

Open space 0% provided 30% provided
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Proposed additional binding elements:

• Prior to the issuance of the building permit for the 

90th unit, the westbound left turn on Aiken Road at 

the intersection with Johnson Road shall be 

constructed.

• The right turn lane on Aiken Road at the entrance shall 

be constructed with the connection of Keating Drive. 



1. OBJECTIVE STANDARD REQUIREMENT:

• LDC Sec. 7.3.10A sets an 18’ minimum road width objective standard re: the primary

means of access to a subdivision.

• An underpinning principle of all administrative law is that regulations must contain

objective standards; subjective ones being illegal.

• The sentence 13 lines down from top of Sec. 7.3.10A (specifying that “in addition to the

roadway width, the Planning Commission may require other offsite improvements to

correct conditions that would impede the safe flow of traffic associated with the new

subdivision”) was intended and understood at the time and until now to apply to other

narrow road conditions, like a sudden drop-off or culvert alongside that 18’ wide or

widened road that may need to be improved.

• That language was never intended to subjectively require road improvements unrelated

to the access road width or property frontage when all that was occurring was that land

was being ministerially subdivided.

Two points regarding the Regulatory and Constitutional limits on 
the subjective application of off-site exactions in ministerial 

subdivision cases



• In Snyder v Owensboro, 528 S.W.2d 663, 664 (Ky. 1975), Kentucky’s highest court made

clear the legal limits of regulatory authority in a mere subdivision case, to wit: “KRS

100.281, specifies requirements for the contents of subdivision regulations. The statute

plainly contemplates that specific standards shall be set forth, rather than mere broad

generalizations with regard to health, safety, morals and general welfare…(emphasis

added)”

• The bold type-faced and underlined LDC Section 7.3.10A language on the previous page

does not amount to a specific standard, but rather is a broad generalization with regard to

safety, which Kentucky’s highest court has said does not cut it.

• An R-4 Conservation Subdivision is entitled to the benefit of the zoning and subdivision

regulations without any restrictions on development apart from what specific standards

specifically require.



2. US SUPREME COURT EXACTIONS TEST:

• Under the US Supreme Court’s enunciated two-pronged test for exactions, first an

“essential nexus” must exist between the designated exaction and the reasonably

determined impacts of a proposed development. Second, any exactions must be

“roughly proportional” to the development’s community and infrastructure impacts.

• In a ministerial subdivision case, under the US Supreme Court’s "essential nexus”/”rough

proportionality” test, a developer’s obligations can only be extended, under the

formulation of LDC Section 7.3.10A in combination with the Road System Develop Charge

Ordinance, to the following: (a) dedication of additional right-of-way, (b) frontage

improvements, (c) assurance of an 18-road access from the nearest arterial, and (d)

payment of the road system development charge.

• All off-site exactions in a ministerial subdivision case, other than (a) – (c) above, which are

objective standards, are to be paid for through the (d) road system development charge

(also an objective standard), which was developed following thorough study of needed

area road improvements with a nexus to anticipated residential developments, which

road improvement costs were roughly apportioned among all subdivision developers in

the area (thus the $1,000/sf lot fee).



IN CONCLUSION:

• In reviewing subdivision regulation requirements authorized by KRS 100.281 and 

considering holdings of both the Kentucky and US Supreme Courts, the Kentucky Court of 

Appeals has said in Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government v. Schneider, 849 S.W.2d 

557 (1992), 

“While local governments barely have funds for street maintenance, much less 

construction, they nevertheless may not put unreasonable burdens on developers 

as a condition precedent to approval of a subdivision. It is one thing to require land 

dedication and street construction to collector street specifications, but quite 

another thing to require construction of an expensive public improvement of 

any type.” 

• That is really important language, especially as respects the ministerial review of

subdivisions.


